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Let G$, denote the alternating group on n letters. 
A 2-group is said to be of type X if it is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of the group X. In this paper we study finite groups with Sylow 2-subgroups 
of type 0& . 
I f  G is a group with Sylow 2-subgroup, S, of type X, we say that G has the 
involution fusion pattern of X if for some isomorphism 0 of S onto a Sylow 
2-subgroup of X, two involutions a, b of S are conjugate in G if and only if 
the involutions aB, be of SB are conjugate in X. 
Finally we say that a group G is fusion-simple if G = 02(G) and 
O,,(G) = Z(G) = (1). 
The object of this paper is to prove the following: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a fusion-simple finite group with Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of type aC,, . Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G G Ml2 or 4, , 
(ii) G z Sp,(2), ’ 
(iii) G g L,(7) * Es4 , the normalizer of an elementary group of order 
26 in Sp,(2), 
(iv) G z G& . Ee4 , the split extension of an elementary group of order 26 
by an Ql, with the action aflorded by the (j-dimensional irreducible GF(2)- 
representation, 
(v) G has the involution fusion pattern of Q,(3). 
Here, Sp,(2) denotes the group of all 6 x 6 symplectic matrices over 
GF(2) and Q,(3) denotes the commutator subgroup of the group of all 7 x 7 
orthogonal matrices over GF(3). 
* This paper was written in partial fulfillment of the requirements of a PhD at 
Yale University. During his research the author was supported by a National Science 
Foundation Graduate Fellowship. 
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In the process of proving the Main Theorem, we obtain the following 
characterizations: 
THEOREM A. If G is a jinite group with the invoktion fusion pattern of 
Sp,@), then G/O(G) = %@). 
THEOREM B. If G is a finite group with the involution fusion pattern of 
a 12 Y then G/O(G) E aI2 or 0&. 
For most of the notation and the fundamental background knowledge the 
reader is referred to [IO]. We denote by 6, the symmetric group of degree n; 
by Syl,(G) the collection of all Sylow p-subgroups of G; by &(A, 2’) the 
collection of all odd-order subgroups of G normalized by A; by R[GJ the 
group ring of G over R; by E, the elementary abelian group of order n; 
and by U,(2”) the projective special group of 3 x 3 unitary matrices over 
G&(22”). U 1 V signifies that U is isomorphic to a component of I’. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A Sylow 2-subgroup 3 of &,, is generated by the involutions 
ii, = (1 2) (3 4), 77; = (1 3) (2 4), 
7i2 = (5 6) (7 8), 77,’ = (5 7) (6 8), 
+, = (9 10) (11 12), ii,’ = (9 11) (10 12), 
F = (1 2) (5 6), p’ = (1 2) (9 lo), 
? = (1 5) (2 6) (3 7) (4 8). 
Let G be a group with Sylow 2-subgroup S of type QZr, . In the isomorphism 
from 3 onto S let the images of iii , *iI, ,I%, p’, 5 be xi , rri’, II, p’, T, respectively. 
In Section 2, the structure of S is examined. 
Goldschmidt’s theorem [7] on conjugation families is applied in Section 3 
to prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that B, and B, are subsets of S which are conjugate 
in G. Then there exist tlements x1, x2 ,..., x, with either xi E NG(J(S)) or 
xi E C,(Z(S)) such that 
The structure of No( J(S))/C,( J(S)) is determined in Section 4. Further 
analysis is divided into two cases according as C,(Z(S))/O(C,(Z(S)) is or is 
not covered by NG(J(S)). 
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A subgroup M of a group G is said to be weakly embedded in G if M con- 
tains a Sylow 2-subgroup, S, of G such that 
(9 NO(S) = O(N&Y) . W n N&W, 
(ii) C,(t) = O(C,(t)) (M n C,(t)) for every- involution, t, of S. 
Goldschmidt has proven the following theorem [9]: 
Suppose A is a 2-subgroup of the finite group G and No(A) is weakly em- 
bedded in G. Then either G = N,(A) . O(G) or G/O(G) z Aut G1 , where GI 
is a normal subgroup of G/O(G) containing AO(G)/O(G) and GI is isomorphic 
to one of the following groups: 
(4 L,(q), 4 = 0, 3, 5 (mod 8), 
(b) S2(22”+1), n 3 1, 
(c) Us(2”), n 3 2. 
In the case where C,(Z(S))/O(C,(Z(S)) is covered by N&(S)), it is 
proved in Section 5 that N&(S)) . is weakly embedded in G. Then by 
Goldschmidt’s theorem and the known fusion of involutions in G, 
G = N&(S)) in this case. 
The remaining case is settled in Section 6. Walter’s classification of groups 
with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups and characterization theorems of Gorenstein 
and Harada permit the determination of Co(t)/O(C,(t)) for all involutions 
t in S. As Yamaki [17, 181 has characterized 0Zr, and G& by the centralizer 
of (1 2) (3 4) (5 6) (7 8) (9 10) (11 12) and the involution fusion pattern and 








and the involution fusion pattern, it remains to prove that 
O(wv27d) = (1). 
This is accomplished by a signalizer functor argument. 
We say that 0 is an A-signalixer functor on G if A is an elementary abelian 
2-subgroup of G and if to each involution, x, of A there is associated a sub- 
group e(C,(x)) of 0(1?,(x)) such that 
(a) e(C,(x)) is normalized by A. 
(b) @C,(x)) n C,(y) C B(C,(y)) for all X, y  E-A#. 
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A theorem of Goldschmidt [S] states 
If Gpossesses the A-signal&r functor 0 and A has rank at least 3, then the 
dgroup w, = (e(c,(g 1 x E A#) qf G has odd order. 
Now when S is a rank 2-group of type &a , J(S) is elementary abelian of 
rank 6. In the cases under consideration it is proved that 0 is a J(S)-signal- 
izer functor. It follows that NG(IVJcS)) is strongly embedded in G, if 
WJcs) # (1). Since a group possessing a strongly embedded subgroup has 
only one class of involutions, the known fusion of involutions in G forces 
WJcs) = (I). Thus O(Co(~r7rz~a)) = (l), completing the proof. 
2. ON ~-GROUPS OF TYPE 0&, 
Let G be a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroups of type G& . 
Let S E Syl,(G). 
S is generated by the involutions rr , ~a , ~a , nr’, ~a’, ~a’, p, y’, 7 subject 
to the relations 
[PL, 3’1 = I&‘, 3’1 = “1; 
[P, %‘I = 5-z; 
[P’, r3’] = n3; 
[T, %I = [T, 7721 = TIT , ;  
[T, 7rl’] = [T, n2’] = r1’772’; 
b> $1 = FL; 
all other commutators of the generating involutions trivial. 
Let A = (wl , rz , n3, z-~‘, r2’, T,‘). 
Then A is the unique elementary abelian subgroup of S of rank at least 6. 
Thus, in particular, A is weakly closed in S with respect to G, whence N,(A) 
controls fusion of elements of A in G. 
S is a split extension of A by the dihedral group, D = (p, CL’, T), where 
(P> = WT. 
The lower central series of S is 
s r> 9 = <% , 572 ,773 ,771’572’, p) r> s2 = (7r1 ) 7T2> e s3 
= <v2> e <I>. 
The upper central series of S is 
(1) 4 W) = <TP, 9 %3) I! Z,(S) = (Tl ,772 ) 7l-a , 7r3’> g Z,(S) 
= <T 3 572 , 773 , 571’572’,T773’, p> 4 s. 
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LEMMA 2.1. N,(S) = SC,(S). 
Proof, Consider the normal series for S: 
s r> A k Z,(S) n A I> Z,(S) r> Z,(S) n As1 e Z(S) n s3 p (1). 
As every factor group is isomorphic to either D, nor Z, and as neither D, 
nor Z, admits a nontrivial automorphism of odd order, every element of 
NC(S) of odd order stabilizes this normal series. 
The lemma follows. 
COROLLARY 2.2. n3 r/Lo ?‘r1ir2 ?LG n-ln2~3 +c r3 . 
Proof. By Burnside’s lemma, NG(S) controls fusion in Z(S). 
Notation. Set 
a! = n-gr.gr3 , 01’ = 7r~‘7r,‘7r3’. 
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3. LOCALIZATION OF FUSION 
Let G be a finite group and P a fixed Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Alperin introduced the concept of a conjugation family and proved that 
fusion of p-elements in G is controlled by the normalizers of certain p-Sylow 
intersections. The terminology and a proof of his main theorem may be 
found in Chapter 7 of [lo]. 
Theorem 3.2 is due to Goldschmidt. A proof may essentially be 
found in [7]. 
Let 9 be the set of all pairs (H, T) with 
(1) H = P n Q, a tame Sylow intersection for some Q E Sylp(G) and 
T = N,(H) if H also satisfies 
(2) H = ~PP~-W)>) 
and 
(3) H E SY~ P(O,,,,(~G(H)N 
and 
(4) H = P or N,(H)/H is p-isolated; 
T = C,(L?,(Z(H))) n N,(H) if H satisfies (3), (4) 
and 
(2’) CPW C H -=c CPGWWN; 
T = C,(H) otherwise. 
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LEMMA 3.1. F is an inductive family. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 of Goldschmidt [7] we may assume that the 
following situation obtains: 
H = P n Q is a tame Sylow intersection such that R w9 P for all 
R~sylp(G) such that j Pn R 1 > 1 PnQ1; and 
C,(H) C H < C&W’(H))). 
We must show that Q ~9 R, for some R, E Syl p(G) such that 
lPnR,I >IHI. 
Let 
CH = G(fUWW n n;,(H) a N&f), 
G = CH n h(H), CQ = C, n N,(H). 
Since H is tame, CP , Co E Sylp(C,). Hence 3x E C, such that Cz = CP . 
As 
CP&~!,(WW > K G = WWW>> n N&f) > H. 
Hence 
PnQ”>C;=C,>H and Q FQ~. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that G is a jkite group, P E Syl p(G) and B, and 
B, are subsets of P which are conjugate in G. Then there exist subgroups HI , 
H 2 ,..., H, satisfying conditions (l), (3) and (4) above; elements xi E N,(H,), 
1 < i < n, such that either (2) holds for Hi OY (2’) holds for Hi and 
xi E C,(O,(Z(H,))) n N,(H,); and an element y  E N,(P) such that 
(a) B, _C f4; 
(b) B$“z’.‘“i _C Hi+, (1 < i < n - 1); 
(c) B~%“‘W = Bl. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.1. 
We now specialize to the situation: G a finite group with Sylow 2-sub- 
group S of type GZr, . 
We use the notation for elements and subgroups of S introduced in 
Chapter 2. 
Under these hypotheses we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that B, and B, are subsets of S which are conjugate 
in G. Then there exist elements x, , x2 ,..., x, with either xi E N,(A) or 
xi E C,(Z(S)) such that 
(a) B2Z2”‘z* C S, 1 < i < n, 
(b) By%“% = B 
1’ 
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We prove Theorem 3.3 by surveying those subgroups H of S which satisfy 
conditions (l)-(4) and 
(5) N,(H) S No(A). 
Condition (5) implies that H $ A. 
Together with condition (2), this implies that H C C,(X) for some involu- 
tion x E S - A. The distinct possibilities for C,(X) are 
(1) f4 = C&-J) = (“1, mz , ~3 > ~3’) <CL, P’, T>, 
(2) H2 = CS(PTJ = (~1, ~2 ,973 3 ‘rra’> (CL, P’, ~‘~z’), 
(3) Hs = Cs(m’) = (~1, ~2 > 573 > ~3’) (CL, T), 
(4) Hc, = Csh~s’) = (~1,772 > 773 , ~3’) (P, ~‘572% 
(5) H5 = CsW = (~1, ~2 , ~3 , T!‘) (P, d), 
(6) % = CS(P’P) = (~1,572 ,773 , nl’) (CL, CL’), 
(7) H, = Cd,‘772’> = (nrl, ~2 ,773 > 772’, P’>, 
(8) H, = Csb’v~‘) = (~1, ~2 ,773 , T’, &CL), 
(9) 4 = Cd4 = <TP-~ 7 773 ,75’572’, ~3’) <CL, T), 
(10) %, = Cs(7771’~2’) = <v-2 > 773 > 771’772’, ~3’) (~-1, T>, 
(11) K, = CdvTcL) = <a~2 > ~73 3 TQ’~~‘, ~3’) (cc, T>, 
(12) H12 = ~s(vv71’772’) = (77972 > ~3 > ~71771’772’, 773’) (~1, T+ 
In particular, H # S, so No(H is 2-isolated. Let N = No(H) Then, 
by Bender [l], either a Sylow 2-subgroup of N is cyclic or generalized quater- 
nion or N/O(N) contains a normal subgroup, Nr , of odd index isomorphic 
to one of 
(4 L2(2”) n > 2, 
(ii) Us(2”) n 3 2, 
(iii) S~(2~~fr) 12 3 1. 
As H is tame, N,(H)/H E Syl,(N). Also 1 N,&H)/H j < 25 and N has a non- 
trivial GF(2)-representation on Q,(Z(H)) of dimension at most 5. It follows 
that either N,(H)/H is cyclic or generalized quaternion or N/O(N) E L,(4). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let K be an elementary abelian subgroup of S such that 
K $ A and either 
(i) K = C,(K) OY 
(ii) 1 K 1 = 25 
holds. Then both (i) and (ii) hold. Moreover, 1 N,(K)/K j > 8 and N,(K)/K 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to 2, x 2, . 
Proof. Let s = S/A. Then R g 2, or 2, x 2, and K splits over K n A, 
since K is elementary. Inspection of HI , H, , H5 , H6 , H9 , H,, , HI, and 
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HI, reveals that / C,(x)/ = 24 for every involution x E S - A and 
1 CA((x, y))l = 23 for every 4-group (x, y> contained in S - A. 
Thus if either (i) or (ii) holds, then either K = (CA(x), x) for some 
x E {p, p’, p’p, 7, TP} or K == (C,((x, y)), x, y), where (x, y) is a 4-group 
contained in S - A. 
Suppose that (x, y) = (pa, p’b) for some a E C&J), b E C&‘). Then 
1 = [Pa, 01 = [P, 61 [a, $1. 
Since [p, Ch’)] = (n2) and [C,&), $1 = <r,>, [CL, 61 = 1 = h’, 4. Thus 
<a, b) 2 CA((P., CL’)) and K = Xc A (< CL, P’>), CL, CL’). Similarly for {P, P’II} 
and {CL’, p’d. If <x, y> = CPU, 76), 0 E CA(P), b E CA(T), then 
1 = [CL& 4 = [CL, 4 [a, 71 
and either 1 = [p, Zr] = [a, T ]  or 7~~7~ = [CL, b] = [a, T]. Thus either 
K = (C,~(P, T>), P, T> or K = (CA(<W , T’%‘)), m , T’Tz’). 
Consideration of (CL, Tp} and (7, 7~) yields nothing new. Thus K is one of 
The lemma follows by inspection. 
COROLLARY 3.5. N,(H)/H is cyclic. 
CsF,) = JG t 
CC,) = K2 > 
c&G = K3, 
CsK) = K, 7 
CdK,) = K5 3 
c&J = % > 
CsF,) = K7 , 
cs(&) = Kit . 
Proof. Suppose that N/O(N) zL,(4). By condition (2), N/O(N) acts 
nontrivially on Qr(Z(H)), and by (2.2), N/O(N) has at least three orbits on 
Q@(H))+. So I .n,(Z(H>>l 3 2, whence I&(2(H))] = 25. As .Ql(Z(H)) $ A 
by (5), L$(Z(H)) = Ki for some i, 1 < i < 8. As C,(KJ = Ki for all i, 
H = &(Z(H)). But 1 N,(K,)/K, / 2 8 for all i, a contradiction. 
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Suppose that N,(H)/H g is eneralized quaternion. If  1 &(Z(H))/ = 2”, 
then Qr(Z(H)) = (Z(S), x), x E S - A, and 
I H I = I C,(Q,(-W)))I = I C&)l 3 z5- 
I f  ( Q,(Z(H))I = 24, then H = C,(Qn,(Z(H))) > Ql(Z(H)) by (3.4). So, in 
any case, / H 1 > 2” and 1 LVs(H)I 3 2*. Thus 1 A n N,(H)I > 25. 
Let z E N,(H) such that z is the involution in N,(H)/H. Then 
A n N,(H) C H(x). Hence 1 H : A n H / = 2. Since H must contain an 
involution of S - A in its center, H = (C,(x), x> for some involution 
x E S - A. But then N,(H)/H contains a 4-group by (3.4), a contradiction. 
Thus N,(H)/H is cyclic. 
LEMMA 3.6. H = C&L) or H = C&m~). 
Proof. Suppose that H < Cs(p). By condition (2), 
H 2 Z(Cs(,)) = (TP~ > 573 3 P> = @(C&N. 
So C&) c N,(H) and C,(p)/H is elementary abelian, whence 
[C&) : H] = 2. This forces Z(H) C (mr , z-Z , ~a, rs’, p), an abelian group. 
SoH2<~,,~,,n,, r3’, CL). But then n1’f12’ t N,(H), contrary to N,(H)/H 
cyclic. 
Similarly H QC Cs&rl). In particular, H g Hi for i = 3 or 4. As H is not 
elementary by (3.4) and j Z(HJ = 2* for i = 5, 6,..., 12, if H C Hi for 
i = 5, 6,..., 12, then H = Hi and i # 7 or 8. N,(H,) = Hs(rrl’, r3’) and 
iV,(H,) = Hs(nz’, ~3’). So H # Hi for i = 5 or 6. Let H = Hi for some 
i E (9, 10, 11, 12). Then r1 4 H, <rrlnz> = H’ and C = (H 3 H’ 3 I} is a 
critical chain of H stabilized by r1 , contradicting Lemma 4.1 of 
Goldschmidt [7]. 
So H = Cs(p) or H = Cs(prl). 
LEMMA 3.7. If H satisfies (l)-(5), thelt N,(H) C C,(Z(S)). 
Proof. Let H = C&L), Z = (rp, , rrs, p) = Z(H) = Q(H). Zr, , Zrgl, 
Z7rp3’, Zp’, Zp’q ) ZT, Zm3’ are the nonidentity cosets of Z in H whose 
elements are involutions. Let X be an element of odd order in N,(H). As 
C,(Z,,)~ = CH(Z7+), z7r1n E {Zn-1, z7r;>. If  z?T1n == 27f3’, then 
[ZT~, Zrs’] = (mrr$. But [H, 2~311 = (r3) and rlrs +orr3 by (2.2). So 
2~~~ = Zrr and Zr;“ = 2~~‘. Then ZP’~ E {Zp’, Zp’rJ. I f  ZF’~ = Zp’rr , 
then (Zp’)“’ = Zp’, contrary to the fact that h has odd order. So ZP’~ = Zp’ 
and h acts trivially on H/@(H), hence on H. 
As His tame, N,(H) E Syl,(N,(H)). So N,(H) = N,(H) C,(H) C C,(Z(S)) 
for H = C.&L). As ,MT~ = $“I’, NG(Cs@rl)) = Nc(Cs(p))V~’ C C&Z(S)) 
and we are done by (3.6). 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
481/24/z-1 I 
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Consider the family 9$ of all pairs (H, T) satisfying one of 
I. H satisfies (l)-(4) and 
T = N,(H) C N,(A) or T = N,(H) C C&Z(S)); 
II. H satisfies (l), (2’), (3), (4), 
T = N,(H) n GPd-W>>). 
It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.7 that Fa is a weak conjugation family. 
Moreover if H satisfies (2’), then Z(S) _C R,(Z(H)). So 
T = No(H) n C&W(H)) C No(H) n C&(S)). 
The theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose that Z*(G) = (1). Then 
Z”(No(4) = WG(4). 
Proof, Immediate from (3.3) and the Z*-theorem. 
4. THE FUSION IN N,(A) 
In this section, G is a finite group of type G& . 
Notation. 
IV = N&4)/C,(A) rr GL(6,2); 
B E Syl,(m) is the image of D in m. 
f-v = N/o(m); B is the image of D in iv. 
By inspection in GL(6, 2), we conclude 
LEMMA 4.1. fl is isomorphic to one of 
G) D, (ii) 6, (iii) 6, (iv) L(7) (4 4 (vi) fY, . 
LEMMA 4.2. 
(a) 1 O(m)1 divides 34. 
(b) If T is a 4-subgroup of D, then / Co&T)j < 3. 
(c) If N is not 2-nilpotent, then 1 C o&Li)I = 1 or 3 and I O(N)/ = 1, 3 
or 33. 
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/ /o 1 
i 
E GL(6,2). 
So 1 CN(,Z)lz, divides 
CGLb,2) = 32. 
Similarly j CN(,iZ)~2~ divides 32, as does 1 CR(,&Z)12, . So / O(IV)l divides 
1 GL(6,2)1, = 34. 
(b) Suppose that T centralizes a subgroup, p, of O(w) with 1 r 1 = 32. 
By the P x Q-lemma applied to T x Y, r acts faithfully on C,(T), a 
3-dimensional subspace of A. But 1 GL(3,2)J, = 3, a contradiction. 
(c) Since w is not 2-nilpotent, 3 p CN such that T = (@, ,LiP> is a 
4-subgroup of D. 
Then 
- I codF)13 
’ OW) = ) C,(&T)J2 * 
Moreover 3 1 1 fi I . So 1 O(m)1 divides 33. 
By (b), / Coc&T)j = 1 or 3. So [ C,,,,(~)j = 1 or 3 and / O(N)1 = 1, 3 
or 33. 
C!~R~LLARY 4.3. If / O(N)/ = 33, then m g D* or m g 6,. If 
mg(S4==G4*33, then 
Proof. Suppose that N g 6, or m is simple. Since neither 6& nor L,(7) 
is contained in GL(3, 3), p centralizes O(g). But fl’ contains a 4-subgroup 
of D, contradicting (4.2b). 
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Suppose that N z G;4 and O(n) is not abelian. Then 1 Z(O(N))i = 3. Thus, 
by the structure of m, (@, j?) Cm’ C C&2(0(m))). Then, by (4.2c), 
C,,&O) = 2(0(N)) for each 0 E (p, ,LZ>#. Hence 
2(0(N)) = (Co(&) 1 0 E (ii, p)“) = O(N), 
a contradiction. Thus O(m) is abelian and the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that A = A, x A, with each Ai an indecomposable 
kubspace of A and dim A, 3 dim A, . Then either A, = (rl , r2 , rrl’r2’, rI’) 
OY A, = (rl , rr2 , rr,‘n,‘, z-,rl’) and either A, 1 (r3, r3’) or 
A, = (z-~ , rTTlrgr3’). 
Proof. A = (rl, rr2 , ?T r’, ~a’) x (~a , ~a’) = A, x 2, is a decomposition 
of the required type. 
So if A = A, x A, is any such decomposition, A, s & as D-modules, 
for i = 1,2, by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. So 
A, C C/4</% $1 = (r,rz 3 773 > ~3') and C&-4 + A, . 
So A, = (z-~, IT,‘) or A, = (7~~ , Urbana’). Then anr’ E A, for some a E A, . 
SO (az-l’)T = ar2’ E A, , whence A, = (rTT1 , IT* , rl’r2’ , aTI’). Since ~a $ A, , 
a=1 ora=77,. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that n acts indecomposably on A. 
(4 F’ -8 F 
(b) E is isomorphic to one of 
(9 6 (ii) G;4 (iii) 6, (iv> L,(7) (4 cn (vi) et, . 
Proof. (a) As (,Z’) is a vertex for A, as a B-module and (,G, +?) is a vertex 
for A, as a D-module, (,G, T) must be a vertex for A as an N-module and 
(/CL’> CN (ii, 7) [3, p. 1611. By Alp erin’s theorem, Nn((p, ii,‘)) and N&Q& Q)) 
control fusion of involutions in D with respect to m. Hence (CL’) CN (jL, +) 
implies p’ -#p. 
(b) If  N is 2-nilpotent, t%’ 7LN,G; so R acts decomposably on A by 
part (a). 
Suppose that m is not 2-nilpotent and that 1 O(N)1 = 3. By the structure of 
.?V, O(m) _C C,(T) for some 4-subgroup, T, of B. Hence O(n) normalizes 
C,(T), a group of order 8; whence O(m) has a fixed point on A#. Then 
A = C,(O@)) x [A, O(E)] is a nontrivial decomposition of A into m-sub- 
spaces. 
The conclusion now follows from (4.1) and (4.3). 
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LEMMA 4.6. If  N s G;4 and N acts indecomposably on A, then w is uniquely 
determined up to isomorphism. 
Proof. Since g;4 acts indecomposably on A, (p, jL’> Cm’ and, by (4.3), 
o(m) = CodCi) 0 CodELF’) 0 codio 
Now B . O(N) acts decomposably on A. If  O(n) = [O(N), (,E, ?)I, then 
O(m) centralizes A, . But then A = CA(O(??)) x [A, O(N)] is a nontrivial 
decomposition of A into m-subspaces. So 
Xl 
- P = g’ = x-1 -IT- --1 
x2 - x2 9 
-p, _ - 
1, X2 - x2 , 
x3 
-"=g"-- -p' _ --I 
3 - 37 x3 -x3 , 
q;' 
- = $7 _ g-1 
3-3 




Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of m is isomorphic to Z,\ 2, , fl splits over O(m) 
by a theorem of Gaschiitz [Sj. 
We assume henceforth that Z*(G) = (1). 
THEOREM 4.7. If  m acts indecomposably on A, then m is isomorphic to one of 
(9 5 , 
(ii) L,(7), 
(iii) CY, acting with the 6-dimensional irreducible permutation action. 
Proof. I. Suppose that mg 6, . Then N normalizes T = (,!& ii’); 
hence normalizes C,(T), a group of order 8. But then, since an 6, cannot 
act fixed point freely on an E, , m must fix an element of C,(T)+, contrary 
to (3.8). 
II. Suppose that R= 6, , 0& or 02, and case (iii) does not hold. The 
only other nontrivial irreducible GF(2)-modules for G5 , 6& or GZ, of dimen- 
sion not exceeding 6, have dimension 4. Since Z(w A) = (l), this implies 
that A contains a 4-dimensional irreducible n-submodule, V, and (,i& ii’) acts 
trivially on A/V. So 
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But z contains an &; hence has at most two orbits on V#, contradicting 
(2.2). 
THEOREM 4.8. According as (i), (ii) 07 (iii) of Theorem 4.7 holds, the fusion 
under G of the involutions of A (under a suitable renaming of thegenerators qf A) 
is 
(i) l-2-3-4 / 5-6-7-g-9-10-11 1 12-13-14-15-16-17-18, 
(ii) l-2-3410-11 15-6-18 / 7-g-9-15-16-17 / 12-13-14, 
(iii) l-2-3-4-10-11 1 5-6-7-8-9-15-16-17-18 1 12-13-14. 
Proof. By Gaschtitz [5], N splits over A. Also (& 7) is a vertex for A as 
m-module and A, = A, @ A, , the Ai uniquely determined indecomposable 
D-modules. 
(i) Ns G4 . 
We apply Green’s theory with P = (i;, T), 
H = NidP) = (C/X 9 x <s>> (CL’) and R = GF(2). 
By the P x Q-lemma applied to (ji, S) x (%a), (%a) acts nontrivially on A, . 
So A, is a uniquely determined R[H]-module with vertex (F, 7). Since 
(p, ?) = P, Green’s theorem guarantees the existence and uniqueness of an 
indecomposable R[m]-module, V, with vertex (p, F}, such that A, 1 V, . 
(See [3, Chapter III, SectionS].) 
So n A is a uniquely determined split extension. If  E is an elementary 
group of order 26 in &a , then m . A s Na,,(E) and the fusion of involutions 
of A in G is that of involutions of E in &, (see Yamaki [17]). 
(ii) -V E L,(7). 
Let f  E fl of order 3 such that ,E” = ,%I,& ,!# = p’. Then { normalizes 
C,((,& p’)) = (nr , ~a , ~~3) and permutes 
[A,,4 = (71, n,>, [A, i+l = <nTTz , ms) and [A, tL’1 = (~3 > ~1). 
So f  centralizes 01. Since Z(m . A) = (1) and iVR((F, ,!?I)) is a maximal sub- 
group of m, Nfl((p, p’)) = CR(~). 
Let 5 EN of order 3 such that iP = FF, iP2 = Q. Then &J normalizes 
So W centralizes 7rr7ra . As above, this implies that N&E, 5)) = CN(~~rra). Let 
P = (I”, T), H = Nn(P) and R = GF(2). Since jZ’ & ,i.& H acts decomposa- 
bly on A. As H centralizes rrlr, , C&ra) = c&01) = B. So A, is a uniquely 
determined R[H’j-module with vertex (p, 7). 
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Again Green’s theorem gives the existence and uniqueness of an indecom- 
posable R[m]-module, I’, with vertex (,$ T) such that A, 1 VH. 
So m . A is a uniquely determined split extension. If E is an elementary 
group of order 26 in Sp,(2), then m. A s N Sp,(2) (E) and the fusion of in- 
volutions of A in G is that of involutions of E in Sp,(2) (see Yamaki [18]). 
(iii) N g Q?, . 
By (4.7), the action of n is given by the unique 6-dimensional irreducible 
GF(2)-representation. So the split extension, m . A, and the fusion in A are 
uniquely determined. 
We regard csl, as acting on {e, + e2 , e, + ea ,..., e, + e,} by permutation 
of the subscripts. With respect to the basis 
B = h’, v-1’, rz’, ~p-z’, ~a’, ~a’), 
F - (23) (45) ,C’ t) (23) (67) ? tf (24) (35). 
So B is an admissible basis for the representation. 
((1234567)) applied to e2 + es gives 
571 - Trp~‘?-r,’ - .rrz7T2’Tr3’ - 373 - T37r3’ - Trl’, 
I.e., 
((1234567)) applied to e2 + e3 + e4 + e5 gives 
n-p.2 - 7rpgr1’?T3’ - ?rp3 - 7r27r3x2’ N Tr37rl’ - 7rpr37r3’ - 7rp2’, 
i.e. 
5-6-7-8-g-15. 
((1234567)) applied to e2 + ea + e4 + e5 + es + e, gives 
a N curl’ - a7r3’, i.e., 12 N 13 N 14. 
(( 123)) applied to e, + e, + e4 + es gives 
a’ - ny$‘7r3 , - 7Tp’, i.e., 15~17-18. 
Finally 
(% + % + e4 + %) (367) = e2 + e4 + e6 + e, , i.e., 15 N 16. 
LEMMA 4.9. In cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.8, CN(Z(S)) g D, . In case 
(iii), C&Z(S)) s 6, and 
(1) C&l-l-(S)) (lo , %&)) (16), C8) CR&,, (17) CRZS,P8), 
all other S-classes of A unfused in C,(Z(S)). 
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Proof. The result for cases (i) and (ii) is clear by inspection. In case (iii), 
an element of C,(Z(S)) must fix the sets (2, 3, 4, 5) and (6, 7). Hence 
C&Z(S)) g 6, and (234) is a typical 3-element of C,(Z(S)). The fusion is 
readily verified. 
COROLLARY 4.10. There exists a subgroup, C,, of C,(Z(S)) of index 2 with 
-6~ 7) E S~lz(Co). 
Proof. By (4.9) and the fact that g normalizes A, in the decomposable 
case, (TV’, 57,~~‘) is a full C,(.Z(S))- c ass 1 of A. As each of the classes (19)- 
(21), (24)-(28) is closed under multiplication by rrr~, and as ~a’ +o ~r~ara’, 
no one of these classes is fused to ~a’ in C,(Z(S)). Thus {~a’, z-ana’) is a full 
C,(Z(S))-class of C,(W~‘). But then if p’a, a E C&J’), is fused to ~a’ in 
C,(Z(S)), 3g E C,(Z(S)) sending p’a to 7~~’ and C&‘a) into C,(ra’); hence 
sending {p’a, p’an, , p’ar, , p’arlr3} into {ma’, 7~az-a’}, an impossibility. 
So 77,’ E Z*(C,(Z(S))/Z(S)). Hence 
and 
(-ir 77 1 2 ,7T., 3 +i’) a cG(z(s))/o(cG(z(s))) = c 
has index 2 in C and A<(Fi, ?> E Syl,(CJ. So 
o(cG(z(s))) cC&(S))(‘“,‘) = c~ 
has index 2 in Co(Z(S)) and A&, 7) E Syl,(C,). 
THEOREM 4.11. If  G = 02(G), then fl acts indecomposably on A. Hence 
N z 6, , L,(7) or G?$ with the action of E on A as described in Theorem 4.8. 
Proof. Suppose that m acts decomposably on A = A, x A, . Let 
N = N,(A). Then C,(A,) is normal in N of index 6 and 
Suppose that p’ is fused into A&, 7) in G. By (3.3), 3x, ,..., X, with xi EN 
or xi E C,(Z(S)) for 1 < i < n such that 
(i) p’Q...“( E S for all i, 
(ii) p,‘xl... x, E A&, 7). 
Then 3j, 1 < j < n, such that 
P 
‘%...%>-I E S - A+, T)  and (~‘xl”‘z+l)xj E A+, T). 
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But either xj EN or xi E C,(Z(S)) and A&, T) = S r\ C,(A,) = S n C, , 
a contradiction in either case. 
So TV’ is not fused in G into the maximal subgroup A&, T> of S. But then 
02(G) < G by Thompson’s transfer lemma. 
5. A STRONGLY CLOSED ABELIAN ~-GROUP 
In this section we prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of 
type O& . Let S E Syl,(G) and let A be the unique elementary abelian subgroup 
of S of order 26. If  N,(A) controls fusion in S with respect to G, then G = N,(A). 
By (4.11) and Glauberman’s theorem, we may assume that m z L,(7) or 
m&z,. 
We shall prove that N,(A) is a weakly embedded subgroup of G. Then, by 
Goldschmidt [9], G = N,(A). 
Notation. Fix for the remainder of the paper elements 5 E N,(A) in 
cases (i), (ii) and (iii) and w E N,(A) in cases (ii) and (iii) only, both of odd 
order and acting as follows on the generators of S: 
LEMMA 5.2. If  fls L,(7), then S - A has 3 G-classes of involutions with 
representatives CL, pr3 , t0r3’. 
I f  mg Ol, , then S - A has 2 G-classes of involutions with representatives 
p and prr3 . 
Proof. $5 = I*; ($57,)E = p7r3; (p’?T.,‘)f = p,‘. 
7”’ = CL; (TV,)~ = pv3’; (7~~‘)~ = ~7~7~‘; (TASTY’) = pr3. In the notation 
of (4.8), case (iii), the permutation (176) fixes ,U and sends n3 to r3’; hence 
sends prr3 to pra’. Let na E s . A, n E w, a E A, such that (&3)na = py, with 
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/3, y  E CA(p). By the uniqueness of expression in N . A, n E CR(p) and 
py = @3”. Thus if p = 1, py = pa, a E A; whence prs +o p +o prra’. 
So if NE GY, , S - A has exactly 2 G-classes of involutions. If  N s L,(7), 
C&) = D. So na E S and pns +o ~~7s’ in this case. 
Case A. hi gg L,(7). 
LEMMA 5.3. CG(n3) = S . O(CG(r3)). 
Proof. By (4.8), 7~s has 21 G-conjugates in A. Hence 
N,(A) n C&J = C,(A) - D. 
Thus NcGtg8)(A) is 2-nilpotent; whence Co(rs) is 2-nilpotent by Glauber- 
man’s theorem. 
LEMMA 5.4. CG(a)/O(CG(~)) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. By (4.8), 
C,(a) n NC(A) = CC(A) NN,(A)((cc, cl’>> = Cc(A) (P, CL’, 7, 0. 
Thus 7 $ Cc(e)’ by Glauberman’s theorem. 
Let c = cc(a)/(a) x o(cG(a)). 
=2 
- i = jj3; f;;i = f31; (+&)f = 5 5 ‘* 
2 3, 
@+y)E = - t - I. 
7T2n3 T 
j$ = p’p; and &es’)5 = ii’,iK1’. 
Thus the involution fusion pattern in x(jz, ,E’) with respect to C is 
-- -- -- - -- -- 
i-2 / 3-4 I 7-8 I lo-11 1 17 1 19-22 j 21-24. 
By (2.1), NC(~) = SCc(s). So, by Grim’s theorem, 3Cs a C of index 4 
with 
so = ((fj+)Nccm) n S) = <(B)(E) n S) 
= < ii,ii, ) 77‘ji3 , iT1’7j2’, G2’ii3’, #ii, fi’) E Syl,(CJ. 
Let 2s = (;;l;i2 , 7j2ii3 , ij1’Z2’, 7j2’es’) and let B,, = (;;li;2 , ji27j3 , ,E, ,E’>. 
BY (5.3), 
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Now every involution of $, lies in either &, or II, . Also 5 acts fixed point 
freely on both &,# and Bo#. So Cc+?) n N,=J&,) and Cc=$a) n IV&$) are 
2-nilpotent for every involution 5 E S, . 
Since &, is strongly closed in $, with respect to C0 , CcO(0) is 2-nilpotent for 
e E A,,# by Glauberman’s theorem. 
Since &, is abelian and CsO(a) = @, for every G E i$ - & , CcO(0) is 
2-nilpotent for I? EB,, - x,, by Burnside’s theorem. 
So C,$G) is 2-nilpotent for every involution ci E S,, . As C0 has more than 
one class of involutions, C;, = S,(E). 
LEMMA 5.5. C,(~l~p)/O(CG(~,~2)) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. By (4.8), 
Th s u CL’ $ Co(arrrJ by Glauberman’s theorem. 
=1 w = 7r1iT1’7r2’; w=r’ 
I‘” 
573 3, Tl = yr,7rl'7r,'; 
(7f17r3)w = ?yx'; (ny-z')" = 7r'1"3Tr~'"3'; (?T,?T,')~ = 7rp3d; 
(Tr17r37T3')~ = 7rp37r1'5T2'; (7r2Tr3iT2')~ = 77p37r3'; p" = Vi 
(w-3)" = v%'; (/.m3')~ = 7/m37r3'; and (pr3Tr3’)~ = r/m, . 
Thus the involution fusion pattern in A+, T) with respect to C’o(~r~~) is 
l-10 12-4 I 3-11 / 5 I 6-18 j 7-15 I 8-16-17 I 9 I 12-13 I 14 1 19-25 / 20-281 
21-26-27. 
By (2.1), N,(S) = Xc(S). So, by Griin’s theorem, 3C,(l C of index 4 
with 
S, = ((S’)%(~I~Z)(~) n S) = ((F)(w) n S) 
= CT ,*3 ,T'%', fl3', P*, T >  E sYl,(co). 
Let C = Co(~r~J( QT~T& x O(Co(z,~,)). Then C,,q C of index 4; 
s, is abelian; and, by (5.3) No, = C,$$,) (6) with & acting fixed point 
freely on s,#. So C,, = &(cs) by Walter [16]. 
LEMMA 5.6. C,(CX’)/O(C,(CX’)) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. By (4.8), 01’ has 28 G-conjugates in A. So 
Nc,+dA) = Co(A) (7, 0. 
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Thus 01 E Z*(C,(,‘)), whence Co(~l’) L O(Co(ol’)) Co(,). The lemma follows 
by (5.4). 
LEMMA 5.7. CG(p)/O(CG(pa)) is covered by N,(A) for a E (1, ~-a}. 
Prod. By (44, (~1, =z , 573, 573’, ra’3n,‘} is a full G-class of C,&LU). Since 
pa is extremal, c,(W) E SYl,(Cc(P)). As Par, +G Par3 +'G W73’9 
Tl 7LCG(d r3 +c&a) 973'. So r3 E z*( cc&a)), whence 
cG(,a> c o(CG(& cG(.rr3). 
The lemma follows by (5.3). 
LEMMA 5.8. C,(p3’)/O(C,(p3’)) is covered by N,(A). 
‘) %’ c 2 ‘) T3 and 3 G “3 773’ cG$ 3 ,) 7T3773’. 
so m3’ E Z*(C&T~‘)), whence cG(~n3’) L o(cGb.rr3’)) CG(r3’). As 
n3’ -N (A) T3 9 the lemma follows by (5.3). 
SinceG {r3 , rl’lrra , a, 01’, CL, pr3 , prr3’} is a set of representatives for the 
N,(A)-classes of involutions, N,(A) is weakly embedded in G. So Theorem 
5.1 holds in this case. 
COROLLARY 5.9. G = A&, p’, T, f,  w) = w . A. 
Case B. flr&. 
LEMMA 5.10. CG(T~)/O(CG(TJ) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. In the notation of (4.8), n3t) e6 + e, in the permutation repre- 
sentation of m on A. Thus 
Cb3) = %,2,3,4,5) * w- 
nl f--f e2 + e3 (3z) rl’ f-t e, + e2 - nl’m2’ * e2 + e4 .
(143) 
Since 6Y~1,4,5~(jL, p’> centralizes 7ri , (l-3-10) is a full C,(rr,)-class of A. 
7~~’ t f  el + e6 (Es) Tl’Q73 ’ t f  e2 + e6 . 
Since GY(2,3,4,sf centralizes rr,‘, (4-11) is a full C,(n,)-class of A. 
v2 t+ e2 + e3 + e4 + e5 (g, 7v27h ’ ++ el + e3 + e4 + e5 . 
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Since ~~2,3,4,51(~‘) centralizes 7r17ra, (5-7) is a full C,(7r,)-class of A. 
flp3’ t+ e, + e2 + e3 + e6 (g ~~~‘57~’ t--t e2 t e3 + e4 + e6 - a’ 
(341) 
t+ el + e2 + e4 + e6 (z;, ~3~' f-f el + e3 + e4 + e6 . 
Since &1,2,3)(p) centralizes 7r1x3’, (8-15-17-18) is a full Co(n3)-class of A. 
~~~~~~~ Q e, + e2 + e3 + e4 + es + e6 is centralized by 0~&~,~,a) . Thus 
~1~2573 ’ is C,(n3)-conjugate only to 019~~‘. 
Since A is strongly closed in S with respect to Co(r3), it follows that 
SC, 4 Co(r3) of index 2 with A&, T) E Syl,(C,,) and nrnsr3 E Z*(C,J. 
Let Ca = C,,/Z*(C,,). Then S, = (+r , +s , ijr’, e2’) (F, i;) E Syl,(Cr,). Since 
(6 ?> _c %1,2,3,4,5) Y  p -f?, 7. Thus the involution fusion pattern in C0 is 
7jlij2 - 7ipZijl~ / ii, - ii,’ - ii,‘+?,’ 1 p N 7. 
So C,, has the involution fusion pattern of & . E$; whence C, s G& . E$,) 
by Proposition 3.4 of Gorenstein-Harada [12]. 
LEMMA 5.11. C,(~,rr2)/O(C,(~,~,)) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. In the notation of (4.8) n1n2 q--t ea + e3 + e4 + e5 in the permuta- 
tion representation of N on A. Thus 
cdTlT2z) = @(2,3,4,5} x at1,6,7)) ' @'>. 
fll f-) e2 + e3 
, I 
&;, nl n2 
(--t e2 + e4 . 
Since Q&,)(1-L, i;;‘) = CN(rrl , x2), (l-10) is a full C,(7r1rr2)-class of A. 
r3 t+ e6 + e7 - 7r3’ tt e, + e6 . 
(761) 
Since af2,3,4,5}(~') = c-( N n1r2, n3), (2-4) is a full C,(~1~2)-class of A. 
rl'- el + e2 &, nl'i73't+ e2 + e6. 
Since 0!{3,4,5~(~‘~) = C-( N fl,~, , vi’), (3-11) is a full C,(r17r2)-class of A. 
TlT3t) e2 + e3 + e6 + e7 (3G) ~3xl'T2'++ e2 + e4 + e6 + e7 - n3a' 
(671) 
++ e, + e2 + e4 + e7 (4%) 7r1~3m3’ - e, + e2 + e3 + e- I I (Z) 77-177301 
++ el + e3 + e4 + e7 . 
Since (CL, I-L’) = C,(rrz-, , n1.rr3), (6-8-16-17-18) is a full Co(rr,rr,)-class of A. 
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~arr~‘t--f e, + ea + es -1 e7 is centralized by ((345)) x ((167)), a Sylow 
3-subgroup of C’R(~~rra). 
Finally, p f--f (23) (45) and T t+ (24) (35). So 
pL(243) = T .  
, (P773) 
(243) = TT3;  
(P33) 
(176) = pT3’; 
(v3) 
(243)(176) = 7n3’; and (P-3) (243H167) = 7.rr3w3’. 
Thus $ $ (S’)c!+l~~‘. 
By the above, the involution fusion pattern in A&, r) with respect to 
Wv2) is 
l-10 12-4 1 3-11 1 5 ~ 6-8-16-17-18 / 7-15 / 9 j 12-13 / 14 1 19-25 ! 
20-21-26-27-28. 
Let C = CG(7r17r2)/( rlx2) x O(CG(.xp2)). As NC(S) = SC,(S), X0 a C 
of index 4, by Griin’s theorem, with 
So = <(S)g n S / g E C) = (7jl ,75, , s1’e2’, e3’, p, T> E SyI,(C,). 
Since &, is abelian, 02’(C0) is a direct product of elementary components and 
simple components by Walter [16]. 
Now, by 5.10 and the above, 
where h corresponds to the permutation (243) in the action of N on ;4. So 
cc70(fQ = <+3 , fs’> x <*1 , ii,‘~?,‘) (/ti, i=, ii> E D, x D4 . a4 . 
As ii, has exactly 3 conjugates in & with respect to c,, , NcJS,) = S,,(,, x>. 
Suppose that L is a simple component of 02’(C,,). Every element of S,, has 
either 3 or 9 conjugates in &, with respect to C,, . ThusE s L,(5). A 3-element 
of NE(&) must centralize a 4-dimensional subspace of s,, . Hence ~&EL 
for some s E $, and 02’(C0) = L x F with <+, , ijr’+a’, ,& 7) E Syl,(F). But 
G(~l)/o(cG(,)) = ((5 7 %‘> >: (7j2 > 732’) +3 > +3’> El) <Fi>, 
where x1 z G& and C~n,,n,,,fl,,fl,+r?r) = (i). So Co(rr, , ~a) is solvable. 
Hence so is Cc (iir) = C&p1 , rs) (b). But L C CC,(~;~), a contradiction. 
So 02’(C0) = &, , whence C = s,,(&, 7, cl’, p’) C N&i). Thus N,(A) 
covers C,(~~~J/O(C,(V~~,)) as claimed. 
LEMMA 5.12. C&)/O(C&)) is covered by N,(A). 
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Proof. By (4.8), (M-8) is a full G-class of C,(p). As 
So rl’lrra E Z*(C&)) and we are done by (5.11). 
LEMMA 5.13. G(P~~~YO(G(P~~~N is covered by NGW. 
Proof. As P1=3 +G CL +G t‘n373'~ T I  '+c~(u,TJ =3 +c&mJ 9'. so 
rs E Z*(CG(pn3)) and we are done by (5.10). 
LEMMA 5.14. Co(~)/O(Co(~)) is covered by N,(A). 
Proof. Let C = CG(ol). In the notation of (4.8), ~lt+ e2 + ea + e4 + 
e5 + e6 + e7 in the permutation representation of m on A. Hence - 
C n N = @t2,3,4.5.6.7> 3 
CR(?r3) n C = GYl2,3,4,5) . (F’). So x3 has 15 conjugates in A with respect 
to C. Since G& is 2-transitive, 
f13-e6+e,F9++e2+e3 y+2 ' tf e2 + e4 7 r2'n3' f-) e4 + e6 . 
So (l-2-10-11) is a full C-class of A. 
Also n3’ e, e, + e6 wC 9’ tf e, + e2 . Hence, by (4.8), (3-4) is a full 
C-class of A. 
Since CN(7r1a2’) n C = (@2,3,4l X @( s,s,,}) . (p’), r1’ln2’ has 20 conjugates 
in A with respect to C. 
5v2'* el + e2 + e3 + e4 (23%,) v' - el + e3 + e4 + fh (23~,E;7) 773772’ 
f-) el + e4 + e6 + e7 (24%6, 
t, e, + e2 + e4 + e6 . 
Thus (7-8-g-17-18) is a full C-class of A. 
Now ps (23) (45), $ ts (23) (67) and T+-+ (24) (35). So 
and 
Let C = C/(CY) X O(C). 
By the above, the involution fusion pattern in s with respect to C is 
---------------_ 
i-%10-11 1 3-4 1 7-8-9-17-18 1 19-22-25 j 21-24-27-28. 
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I f  o is an involution in S not G-conjugate to 01, then 
Cc(a) = WCC(U)) NC&,(A). 
Cc(u) has index 1 or 2 in Cc(O). Thus if 0 is an extremal conjugate in S, 
Cc(O) C O(C&)) &(A). Now {r3 , ~a’, 01’, CL, ~77~‘) is a set of involutions of S 
such that (T +c 01 for u E {~a , n3’, 01’, ,u, pra’} and {+a , 7j3’, &‘, p, F?a’} is a set 
of extremal representatives for the classes of involutions in C. As NC(~) 
controls fusion in C, it follows that NC(~) is weakly embedded in C. Hence 
C = NC(A) by Goldschmidt [9]. 
As h , nlrz , 01, ,u, p~na} is a set of representatives for the N,(A)-classes of 
involutions, N,(A) is weakly embedded in G. 
So Theorem 5.1 holds in all cases. 
COROLLARY 5.15. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, either 
G = A+, $, r, [, w) or G z G& . Ee4. 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
By Theorem 3.3 and the results of Section 5, we may now assume that 
some involutions g E S - A is fused into A by an element of C,(Z(S)). 
Moreover by Corollary 4.10, u E A&, 7) - A. 
LEMMA 6.1. Every involution of A&, T) is fused into A by an element of 
cG(z(s)). 
Proof. For all involutions (T E A&, 7)-A, 0 ms urrrrra . Thus if 
09 E A, g E C,(Z(S)), (u~~ra)Q wCG(Z(S)) ug. By Lemma 4.9, then, ~9 E (l), 
(6), (0 (lo), (16), (17) or (18). So we may assume that o ~-f c+ is an 
extremal conjugation and Cs(a)‘J C es(d). 
In particular, as z-a’ E Cs(u), vi” E {~a’, na.rr,‘}. Thus p is fused into A in 
C,(Z(S)) if and only if pa is fused into A for all a E C&L) and T is fused into A 
in C,(Z(S)) if and only if 76 is fused into A for all b E CAcu)(7). 
Suppose that p is not fused into A in Co(Z(S)) but ~9 E A for some 
g E C,(Z(S)). Again assume that the conjugation is extremal. Then ,ug E Ap. 
But then 79 N~,(~(~)) (7p)Q E Ap, a contradiction. Thus since u is fused into A 
in C,(Z(S)) for some involution u E A&, T) - A, p is. Let g E C,(Z(S)) 
such that p” E A, pg extremal, C&)g _C C&Q). Since x3 E C.&)‘, ~a E C&g)‘; 
hence yg E (1) or (6). Since [pg, ~“1 = [p, 71 = 1, +’ E A(p). So every involu- 
tion of A&, T> is fused into A in Co(Z(S)). 
Notation. Let 5, w E N,(A) be as in Lemma 5.2. 
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In case (i) of Theorem 4.7, we fix elements xi E N,(A), 1 < i < 3, with 
nj , ark’ E C,(q) for i +j, @ = vi’, $“c = ripi’ (see Lemma 4.6). 
In case (i), N = (p, p’, F’, [, Zr , 5s , 3s). 
In case (ii), N = (,ii, p’, 7, 4,~). 
THEOREM 6.2. According as caSe (i), (ii) OY (iii) of (4.8) holds, the fusion 
pattern for involutions of 5’ in G (under a suitable renaming oj.generators, zf 
necessary) is 
(i) l-2-33419-22 1 5-6-7-g-9-10-1 l-20-21-23-24-25 / 12-13-14 
15-16-17-18-26-27-28. 
(ii) l-2-3410-11-19-22-25 1 5-6-18-20-23-28 1 7-g-9-15-16-17- 
21-24-26-27 j 12-13-14. 
(iii) l-2-3410-11-19-22-25 / 5-6-7-8-9-15-16-17-18-2&21-23- 
2426-27-28 1 12-13-14. 
Proof. Choose g E C,(Z(S)) such that p M PQ E A is an extremal conjuga- 
tion and C&)Q C C&Q). Then PQ E (1) or (6). 
Replacing g by gp’, if necessary, we may assume that ?rz = ~a’. 
Replacing p, T by ~=a, ~na’, resp., if necessary, we may assume that 
WV E (1). 
Then (~T~)Q E (6) and (p~s’)g E (8). Now CL” = CL, (p’n$ = pars and 
(p’cT2’)’ = pr3’. In cases (ii) and (iii), F = p; (~7~3)~ = pra’, (T~T,‘)~ = prgrs’ 
and (~rsrs’)~ = p~ra .
So the determination of the fusion of involutions in S in cases (ii) and (iii) 
is complete. In case (i) it remains to determine TV. Since (Tnl?T2)g is in the 
same C&Z(S))-class as Tg, TQ E (l), (6), (8), (lo), (16), (17), (18), (19), (20) or 
(21). Since [T, ~‘1 = p., [TV, ,u’Q] = rr, or QT~ . Thus since p’s E (CA(U)(p’)) CL’, 
7g E (IO) or (16). Interchanging 7 and 7773 , if necessary, we may assume that 
Tg E (10). Then (7~~) E (16), (T~T~‘)’ E (17) or (18) and (TsT~TT~‘)~ E (17) or (18). 
Since (17) -G (18), the fusion is determined in this case as well. We note 
that in case (iii) G has the involution fusion pattern of Q,(q), q = -& 3 (mod 8). 
Henceforth we assume that either case (i) or case (ii) holds. 
LEMMA 6.3. C,(Z(S))/Z(S) x O(C,(Z(S)) E (6, . EA2)) x 2,) where 
6, . Ei2’ is the subgroup of GL(3,2) . E8 which normalizes one 4-subgroup 
of-&. 
Proof. By (4.10), SC’,, a C,(Z(S)) of index 2 with A+, T) E Syl,(C,,). By 
(4.9), (6.1) and (6.2), no involution of A&, T) - (nl , zz , ~a, n1’r2’, ~a’, CL, T> 
is fused into (rl , rr2 , n, , ri’s~~‘, ark’, p, T) in C,(Z(S)). So, by Thompson’s 
transfer lemma, 3C, a C,, of index 2 with 
(VI , m2 , r3 , “1’T2’, 573’9 PL, Ti E SYl,(C,). 
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BY (4.1% O(G(z(S))) (v-~, r3, n3') 4 C,@'(S)). Let 
and let Cr be the image of C, in C. Then s, = (7Tr , ijr’+a’, ii, F) E Syl,(Cr). 
As C,(Z(S)) is not 2-nilpotent by (6.1), it follows from (4.9) and (6.2) that 
3F E No, acting fixed-point freely on s,# and that each element of S,# 
has exactly 3 conjugates in s, with respect to C?, . Then, by Lemma 4.2 of 
Gorenstein-Harada [l I], 1 Cr 1 = 3 24. 
so c = (771, 7jl’ij2’, CL, i;) (c-i’, ij2’jj3’, p). Since p does not normalize 
(fir) = C~r((~‘, ij2’e3’)), p does not normalize (p’, 7j2’7j3’). So (p’, +,;T,‘) 
normalizes a Sylow 3-subgroup of C, which we may take to be (j$. As (i) 
does not normalize (ii1 , ii,‘+,‘) = Cs(5a’7T3’), ~+?a’%, inverts (p) and p’ 
centralizes (i). Also j normalizes (75.r , ,E) and (+r’+s’, 7). So 
As a Sylow 2-subgroup of C = C,(Z(S))/Z(S) x O(C,(Z(S))) splits over 
(ii3’), C splits over (s3’) by Gaschiitz [5]. 
Let C = C,(Z(S))/O(C,(Z(S))). Ch oose p^ of order 3 in the preimage ofp. 
Then $6 = ,IZ’$ for some ,+J E Z(s). So p’aZ = p’; whence D = ‘i and 
P n E C&Y). Thus we may select p” in 
Ne(<f& ,42,+, >%'f+2',~3',P,F',+Q) fl GA(fi',~,'>). 
By (6.2) and the above, 
Since (MI??s)fi = +%i3,73, , we may assume, by replacing $ by 6” if necessary, 
that +fi E {i31’&2’, j31ij2jjl’j32’} and that ifi’ E {+iijl’i3s’, %rii,i3,‘fi,‘}. Replacing p” 
by a suitable element of order 3 in (p”, /II, fir), we may assume that 
p E Ne((S, ,+a , G3 , i3r’i3;, G3’, /II, p’, +)) n Ce(($‘, G3’)) with +P = 73r’i3s’, 
(G,‘i3,‘)6 = &?1’$2’. 
Let p E C,(Z(S)) n N,((n, , nz , r3 , rI’ra’, r3’, ,u, p’, T)) such that p” is 
the image of p in C. Then p acts as follows: 
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Comparing the actions of (~s’7rs’)p and px2'rri on (9 , ~a , ~a , nr’~~‘, ns’, 
CL, p’, T), we conclude that ( CT~‘T~‘)P = p2’n2’ (mod Z(S) x O(C,(Z(S)))). 
Thus p-l(n-iri) p = p~~‘rr,‘z (mod O(Co(Z(S)))) for some x E Z(S). So 
P Q’Q’ s p% (mod O(C,(Z(S)))). Thus z = 1, whence 
(T~‘T~)P = P~-~‘cT~ (mod O(C,(Z(S)))). 
We fix p as above for the remainder of the paper. 
LEMMA 6.4. C~(OL)/(OI) x O(C,(,)) has a norm& subgroup of index 2 
isomorphic to the nontrivial split extension of an El6 by C& . 
G(W(G(4> GZ C&&(12) (34) (56) (78) (9 10) (11 12)). 
Proof. Let C = C,(,)/(U) X O(Co(a)). 
By (3.3), the fusion of involutions of s in C is controlled by 
hence by (s, f, j$. Let E = (ii1 ,+a, ii, CL’). Then (s, /5,& C NC(E). By 
(5.4) and (6.2), the involution fusion pattern in s with respect to C is: 
---- -- ----- --- -- 
1-2-19-22 1 3-4 1 7-8-9-21-24 j 10-l l-25 ] 17-27. 
No involution of & = (fi2 , +?a, fil’iiz’, 752’ij3’) (& p’, ?) is fused to an invo- 
lution of S - $, in C. It follows by Thompson’s transfer lemma that 
SC,, 4 C of index 2 with & E Syl,(C,,). Since s,, = (s,, n (S',')g / g E t?,,), co 
is a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of type @s and exactly two 
classes of involutions. Moreover, CcO(iis) = ~!?{zr’s~‘, ?, p, f2’75,‘) E 6, . El6 
by (6.3). As the centralizer of a central involution in 02, . El6 is isomorphic to 
L,(7) .E16 , C,, is a splitting extension of i? by 02s , by Theorem A of Goren- 
stein-Harada [13]. As C& has no subgroup of index 3 or 5 and as .$ $ Cc(ii,), 
Co(ol)/O(Co(ai)) = (%r , 7T., Es, FL, ET’) (*r’, ‘ITa’, ~?a’, b, p, z). The map 
8 : CG(a)/O(CG(a)) * al2 given by 
e : ii, --+ (1 2) (3 4) 
75., + (5 6) (7 8) 
52 + (9 10) (1 I 12) 
ii,’ + (1 3) (2 4) 
~7, + (5 7) (6 8) 
ii,‘+(9 11) (10 12) 
/Z -+ (1 2) (5 6) 
f-;’ + (1 2) (9 10) 
?-+(l 5)(26)(37)(48) 
p + (3 7 5) (4 8 6) 
f- (1 5 9) (2 6 10) (3 7 11) (4 8 12) 
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defines an isomorphism of Co(~)/O(Co(~)) onto 
Gxl~(W) (34) (56) (78) (9 10) (11 12)) 
by the above and Yamaki [17]. 
Case 6A. IV= L,(7). 
LEMMA 6.5. C&TJ = O(C&)) C&Z(S)). 
Proof. Nco(,3)(A) = SC,(A). Hence, by the fusion determined in (6.2), 
(Y is weakly closed in S with respect to Co(,). The lemma follows by the 
Z*-theorem. 
LEMMA 6.6. C,(np,) is solvable. 
Pyoof. BY (3.3), ~c~(,~,J~ and G(-W)) control fusion of involutions 
in 5’ with respect to C’o(rrtms). 
%+&wcw = 5 and Esi’ 6 ~C,C?,,~,,(~)/CC(~>)‘. 
So ~‘a is not fused into A&, 7) in Co(~r7~a) for all a E CA++‘) and, by (5.5) 
and (6.2), the fusion of involutions in A&, r) with respect to Co(rrr~a) is 
l-10-19-25 12-4 / 3-11 ] 5 ] 6-18-2&28 / 7-15 ] 8-16-17-21-26-27 / 9 1 
12-13 I 14. 
Let c = Co(?rrna)/(~~~a) x O(Co(zIza)). NC(S) = SC,(S) and 
S,=(Sn(S’)gIgECF)=(~1,ii3, ‘TTlfji2’, fist, ,I%, T). So by Grim’s theo- 
rem, 3c,, 4 r? of index 4 with $, E Syl,(c,J. Now &, is abelian, 
ccom = wcom 6% > Ph and +s has exactly 3 conjugates in S, with 
respect to (?s . Hence, 
Suppose that E is a simple component of 02’(C,). A 3-element of NE(&) 
must centralize a 4-dimensional subspace of & . But Cs,(p) = (+s , es’), 
C, (6) = (i) and C’S,(+) = (,iEr’7ja’, ?,iXJ, a contradiction. Thus 
02’(C,) = so ) whence C is solvable. 
LEMMA 6.7. Co(d) is solvable. 
Proof. Nco(,,,(A) = Co(A) (T, [) _C Co(a). So OL is isolated in S with 
respect to C&a’). Thus by the Z*-theorem, Co(o1’) = O(C,(ol’)) Co(01, or’). 
Now, by (6.4), Co(01, a’)/O(Co(n, 01’)) is isomorphic to 
CaJ(12) (34) (56) (78) (9 10) (11 12), (13) (24) (57) (68) (9 11) (10 12)). 
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%3,5.1.9,11~ maps onto c,z(e(a))/o,,,,(c,~~(e(~))). Ct(l,,,p,,.s.ll~(e(a’)) is 
isomorphic to @r,s,s} . Thus WC-G Wk,,(G( a:, a’)) = (7, 6). so CG(O(, 01’) 
is solvable, whence Co(&) is solvable. 
THEOREM 6.8. G cz Sp,(2). 
Proof. By (6.2) and (6.4)-(6.7), CG(a) is 2-constrained for every involu- 
tion, U, in G. So, by Gorenstein and Walter (quoted in [12, p. 210]), 
O(Cc(ti)) = (1). Then, by (6.2) (6.4) and a characterization theorem of 
Yamaki [18], G z Sp,(2). 
So Theorem A is proved. 
Case 6B. mu 6, . 
LEMMA 6.9. C,(TJ/O(C,(,,)) = ((S3, G3’) x K) (p’), where z&& or 
a9 and <;il ,772 , iill, ii;, & ?) E SyI,(R). 
Proof. N,Gc,,)(A) = C,(A) (CL, p.‘, 7, x1, x2>. So, by (3.3) and 
(6.31, h', ms~,‘} is a full C,(rs)-class of S. So, by the Z*-theorem, 
O(G(d <n y r3’> SJ CGW and Co = O(CG(d G((r3 , ra’)) 4 C&d 
of index 2 and S, = (rI , n2 ,7rs , or’, rs’, us’, II, 7) E Syl,(C,). 
Let C, = C,,/O(C,(VJ) (rr,, .rr3’). Then, by (6.2) and the action of 
(x1 7 xs) on A, C,, has the involution fusion pattern 
Also S splits over (us , 7r s ‘). So, by Gaschiitz [5] and the fusion of involutions 
in C = Co(~s)/O(Co(7rs)), 3za C with % = ((;i3 , jia’) x R) (p’) and 
s, = (ii1 ) ii, ) ??I’, 7fz1, #ii, ?>) E Syl@). Now x has the involution fusion 
pattern of as . So, by Theorem A of Gorenstein-Harada [12], Eg @a or 
R z o/g . 
LEMMA 6.10. 
where B g a4 or G&, with (C3, iji) E Syl@). 
Moreover B s G& if and only ;fR s CT&, x as in (6.9). 
Proof. 
So Co(A) (cl, 7, xs) a N~J~~~~)(A). Thus by (3.3) and (6.3), p‘a is not fused 
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into A+, T) in Co(7~rrra) for all a E C A+)(p’) and, by (6.2) and the action of 
(xa) on A, the fusion of involutions of A&, T) in Co(nr~,) is 
1-19 ; 2-4 j 3 I5 16-g-20-21 j 7 19-11 1 IO-25 I 12-13 j 14-15 / 
16-17-18-26-27-28. 
As NcG(,,,,)(S) = SC,(S), Griin’s theorem yields C’s g Co(~r~a) of 
index 4 with 
$3 = (3 , =2 , *3 , ~1’~2’, 573’, CL? T> E SYl,(C,). 
Let C = CG(V~)/<~P~> x ~(CG(V,)). Then S, is abelian; 
Cco(f3) = 0(5$+3N %l(P>; and ii, has exactly 3 conjugates in NcO(&); 
whence Nc,(S,) = &,(p, x3). Now g3 centralizes (fl , ij1’7js’, ,i& p) and per- 
mutes (ii, , fi3’)#. Alsop centralizes (f3 , f3’) and permutes (5, , +r’+s’, ,z, T)# 
fixed-point freely. Hence either 02’(C0) = S, or 
02’(q) = B x (771 ) f~‘7T2’, ji, 7) 
with ij simple. As 7T, is the only element of the coset (75, , ij1’f2’, p, ?) ii, 
having only 3 conjugates in NcO(S,,), (+i3, fi,‘) E Syl,(B). Now 
C,(~,)/O(C,(~l)) = ((iii , fir’) x L) (fi), where z z G?s or L g cpl, and 
(6, , ii3 , fis’, 631, iiF’, ?r) E Syl,(L). If E s 02s , CE((+, , f,‘)) is solvable. So 
02’(C0) = s,, a Cs of index 9 and we are done in this case. 
Now suppose that e g GZs . 
cG(<, T T2 3 t‘>)/“(cG(,)) n cG((nl Y T2 > Y>) = ‘2 x z2 x ‘2 x 6 . 
Since 
o(cG(<n, 9 n2 > tL))) 2 o(cG(Tl)) n CG(<nl 7 =2 3 tL))> 
CG((Tl > =2 9 ~>)/“(cG(<Tl Y T2 , p))) 2% z, x z2 x z2 x 6, * 
Now cG(<, , rr, 9 PL)) c c G ( nlr2). As &, is the only not-necessarily-solvable 
composition factor of CG(~r~‘z), B. g 02s by the Jordan-Holder theorem. 
Thus 02’(C,) = (ijr , 7j1’7jaf, ,E, 7) x B, 4 C,, of index 3 with &, s Q& 
and (7~~ , ti3’) E Syl,(B,,). Hence the conclusion holds in both cases. 
COROLLARY 6.11. 0 is an A-signalizer functor. 
Proof. As (+, , ij3’) E Syl,(B) with B as in (6.10), 
- - 
kIcc(nlnz)/o(cc(,,,,,,(A, 2’) = (1). 
If A# 3 a -G?rr?ra, then a-NG(A) 7rrr2. So I?Ic,(a)lo(c,(a))(& 2’) = (i) for 
all a E A#, a wG up, . 
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As C,(a) is 2-constrained for all a E A#, a wG a, it remains to prove that 
O(C&)) n C,(b) _c 0(&-(b)) for all a E A#, b E A#, b -G Trs . 
Let C = C,(Z-s)/O(c,(~,)) = ((es, +a’) x a) (,Z) with K as in (6.9). 
Then C~(+s’) = (iis, ifa’) x R. So O(Cc(ii,‘)) = (i). 
Let C, = (75,) *a’) X K. 
For 
ii E (771 ) 15, ) 7jl’, ij2j), 
C&q = c~o(iicJ = C(gG77,‘) = c~o(a7Y,Q = (ii, ,7T3’) x C&i). 
Now O(CR(a)) = (i) for K s 0s or as and a any involution. So 
O(Ccp)) = (i). It follows that O(C,(a)) = (i) for all HE 2s. 
Now let b E A#, b wG rr, and let n E N,(A) such that QT~~ = 6. Then 
Co(b)/O(Co(b)) = Co(~s~/O(Co(~J~ = Con(,E’“) with Co” = (b, ;iF> x D, 
7jr E A and A C Csb”. So the same argument proves that 
for all a, b E A#, b -G 7rs . 
Thus 0 is an A-signalizer functor. 
Let WA = (O(CG(U)) 1 a E A#). By Goldschmidt [S], W, has odd order. 
Now assume that G is a minimal counterexample to Theorem B. 
THEOREM 6.12. No minimal counterexample exists. 
Proof. Suppose that G is such. If WA = (I), then O(co((~)) = (1). But 
then by (6.2), (6.4) and a characterization theorem of Yamaki [17], G g &a 
or GZi, . So W, # (1); hence NG(WA) < G. By Lemma 5.5 of Gorenstein- 
Harada [IZ], NC(A) C NG(WJ and Co(Z(S)) C NG(W,J. SO, by (3.3), 
NG( W,) has the involution fusion pattern of 0& . By the minimality of G 
as a counterexample to Theorem B, No( WJO(NG(WA)) E OZl, or G& . 
NOW CG(CY)/O(CG(~)) E Ca;a((12) (34) (56) (78) (9 10) (11 12)). SO 
1 CG(4 = I CN,(w”M; hence C,(U) C NG(WA). Moreover, if 
NG( W,JO(NG( W,)) g ai, , then by comparison of orders, Nc( WA) contains 
Co(o) for all (T E Z(S)#; hence, by the involution fusion pattern in NG( W,), 
for all involutions in Nc( WA). So No( WA) is strongly embedded in G. But G 
has three conjugacy classes of involutions, a contradiction. 
SO NG(WA)/O(NG(WA) LX @I, - 
But CG(~,) C O(CcbJ) NG(<~, , rr,‘)) C No( W,) by (6.9) and Lemma 5.5 
of Gorenstein-Harada [12]. Then necessarily, K E 0!s . So B E @a , whence 
by W-3 
CG(TITZ) 5 o(CGbiv,>> NG((~s , 9')) c NG(~A)- 
But then NG(W,) is strongly embedded in G, a contradiction. 
This proves Theorem B. 
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